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By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
Combining science and speech com-
munications courses will soon equal a
minor in broadcast meteorology.
The Council on Academic Affairs
recently passed a proposal to create a
broadcast meteorology minor, which
will be available to students in the fall. 
Alan Baharlou, chair of the geology
and geography departments, said he
has been discussing the minor with the
speech communications department for
four years, and considers the minor
another enhancement degree.
The curriculum for the minor will
provide students with an understanding
of weather and the ability to explain it
in a language that is easy to understand,
Baharlou said.
On the science side of the minor, stu-
dents take courses such as weather and
climate and climatology, which fill gen-
eral education requirements. 
“It’s a way to kill two birds with one
stone,” Baharlou said. “Meet the
requirements and get a minor.”
These courses provide fundamentals
on how weather is generated, what fac-
tors affect weather and how to collect
and interpret satellite weather data.
The required speech communica-
tions classes for the broadcast meteor-
ology minor include two prerequisite
classes in electronic production, said
Mark Borzi, chair of the  speech com-
munications department.
Borzi said broadcast meteorology
minors must take 25 semester hours
total, which breaks down to 13 required
hours with six hours in earth science
and six hours in speech communication.
“I would expect there will be 20-plus
minors in the program,” Borzi said.
Baharlou said the minor has potential
for students in all areas of study and an
understanding of weather can be used
for any occupation.  
A minor in broadcast meteorology
can be helpful when applying for a job
at a television or radio station, but John
McCall, news director at WAND TV in
Decatur, said most stations hire mete-
orology majors for primary positions.
McCall said WAND has two meteorol-
ogists and two non-meteorologists who
broadcast news, but the two non-meteo-
rologists are working on degrees.
“A minor can get a job, but it will
probably be a part-time or weekend
job,” McCall said. “A responsible sta-
tion will be hesitant to call anyone who
doesn’t have a degree as a meteorolo-
gist.”
“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  4 9
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
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Jilyan Landon, a junior speech communications major, does a weather broadcast in
the studios of WEIU TV. Eastern will offer a broadcast meteorology minor in the fall of
2003.
Broadcast meteorology minor created Possible
name change
continues
making steps 
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Council on Academic Affairs gave almost
unanimous approval on the September  proposal
from Herbert Lasky, director of the Honors
Program, to officially change the name to Honors
College.
“The remarks made by almost everyone were
seemingly positive, and that’s going to do nothing
but help our cause,” said Blair Lord, vice president
of academic affairs.
Lasky and Lord are pushing this legislation
through every possible faculty and administrative
channel to gauge interest in the name change.
“I’ll be working with (interim President Lou
Hencken) to get this moved forward as quickly as
possible,” Lord said.
The CAA was not asked to vote on the matter
because Lord didn’t find it to be beneficial.
“Dr. Lasky and I didn’t ask for a CAA vote on it
because they have no legislative authority over it.”
Lord said.
The one thing the CAA did officially vote on was
the recommendation of Honors Council appoint-
ments, and those will be scheduled as soon as pos-
sible.
Lasky and Lord believe the name change will
increase the attractiveness of the program when
recruitment time nears for incoming freshmen.
“We have had a lot of success in recruiting with
our open house,” Lasky said.
Honors programs and colleges are a factor for
prospective students, they said.
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By Jeremy Pelzer
C I T Y  R E P O R T E R
A little more than a year ago, Eric
Davidson, director of the Health Education
and Resource Center, didn’t see anything
wrong with advertising on sidewalks with
chalk around campus.
But the negative response he and the
organization SONOR received after they
covered pavements around Eastern with
the cryptic anti-drinking phrase “0 to 4 and
no more” one Monday in September 2001
made Davidson rethink his attitude about
sidewalk chalking. 
“It took me being in that situation, and
hearing people explain their concerns,”
Davidson said.
Sidewalk chalking is “much more than
writing (a message) down, then waiting for
the rain to come,” he said. “It’s a campus
(beautification) issue, it’s a staffing issue,
it’s a monetary issue.” 
Eastern is one of many schools around
the country trying to create a sidewalk
chalking policy that addresses these issues
while preserving student groups’ ability to
advertise. 
No Policy At Eastern
Currently, Eastern has no official policy
regarding chalking sidewalks. However,
the administration discourages the prac-
tice, and is working to amend Eastern’s
Internal Governing Policies to ban adver-
tising on campus sidewalks. 
Eastern’s Student Conduct Code, found
in the Student Handbook given to each
incoming freshman, already states that “no
announcements, advertising, signs, or
printed material may be placed on ... side-
walks ... of the University ... without writ-
ten prior permission from the Assistant
Director, Campus Scheduling.”
But this statement, drafted a year and a
half ago, has not yet passed the President’s
Council to become official policy, said
Keith Kohanzo, director of Judicial
Affairs.
“There’s some question as to whether it
is (policy),” he said.
Kohanzo said he plans to submit a draft
similar to the one found in the Conduct
Code to the President’s Council for final
authorization by the end of the semester.
Although the statement does not specifi-
cally mention chalk, the administration
could interpret the wording that way, he
said, or create a separate policy.
“If there’s a desire for chalking, it may
require a separate policy,” Kohanzo said.
University Police also do not have an
anti-chalking policy, said Art Mitchell,
UPD public information officer, unless the
writing is obscene.
“If it’s for a university-sponsored event
... it’s usually no problem,” Mitchell said.
S E E  C H A L K  Page  6
Absence of policy chalked
up to a lack of necessity
 Council on Academic Affairs also
gives its approval to changing
Honors Program to Honors College
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Trick-or-treat
Dressed as a dragon, 5-year-old Michael Thornton of Mattoon goes trick-or-treating on
Courtland Drive in Charleston on Thursday night.
Romo takes aim
on record
Senior quarterback is three touch-
down passes away from the school
record.
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O N  T H E  V E R G E  O F  T H E  W E E K E N D
REV IEW TH IS
‘The Ring’ disappoints 
Producers leave most of the gore to
the imagination and the 
film ends awkwardly.
Page 4B
J U S T  T H I N K I N G . . .
Verge editor Ben Erwin discusses
the dread involved with the rigors
of odd jobs, and how students
should appreciate the  people
who work them.

Page 2B
M U S I C  R E V I E W S
The Donnas 
“Spend the Night”

Page 3B
M O V I E  R E V I E W S
“Punch-Drunk” gloriously chiseled film
worth your time and money. Adam
Sandler dazzles in the dark
fairytale flick.

Page 4B
C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Come out for live jazz at Friends &
Co. and Pop Rocks at Gunner Buc’s
this weekend.

Page 8B
Ben Erwin
V E R G E  E D I T O R
With its first on-campusshow this year, improv-comedy troupe Fowl
Language will bring humor and
Halloween fun to 7th Street
Underground this Friday at 9:30
p.m. in the basement of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
This show is a part of University
Boards’ First Friday program.
Formed about three years ago as
the brainchild of graduate student
and English major Matt Fear, Fowl
Language is an alternative improv-
isation comedy to Hello Dali.  Foul
Language lives firmly by the motto
that “ducks are funny.” 
Comprised of six members, Fowl
Language consists of the afore-
mentioned graduate student Matt
Fear, junior history major Colin
McAuliffe, junior social science
major Jeremy Pelzer, junior bio-
logical sciences major Nina Samii,
transfer science major Carolyn
Neumann and junior Max Zoelker.
With a style characterized by
Samii as a“goofy, riotous comedy,”
Fowl Language deftly utilizes
audience participation to bring a
small piece of improvised comedy
similar to the popular ABC televi-
sion program “Whose Line is it
Anyway?” to Eastern.
Emphasizing the off-beat sensibili-
ties of the group’s members, Fowl
Language provides the perfect foil
to more serious activities on cam-
pus.
“It’s a riot of a good time,” Samii
said of the group’s performances.
“We always have a good time per-
forming, and it always feels great
to get the crowd involved in our
shows.”
That audience participation is an
integral piece in any Fowl
Language show, as all of the
group’s skits are inspired by audi-
ence suggestions. These sugges-
tions are then used to place each of
the group’s members into a vast
array of situations.
“The crowd is very important.
All of our material comes from
suggestions from the crowd and if
they have bad suggestions, it’s
tougher on us,” Samii said.
Copping liberally from “Whose
Line” along with original ideas
In a comedy troupe
Fow
l
 In its first on-campus show of the academic year Fowl Language will provide Halloween fun and goofy skits tonight in the MLK Union
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A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
The 23rd Annual History Teacher Conference, an event focus-
ing on innovative ways to teach history and social science, will
happen from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday on the third floor of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Registration begins at
8 a.m.
The conference is primarily aimed at secondary and middle
school level history and social studies teachers, said Charles
Titus, assistant professor of history. 
Guest speakers specializing in a wide variety of expertise will
present sessions centered on the conference theme of “New
Dimensions: New Directions: Expanding the Boundaries of Your
History and Social Studies Classroom,” a press release stated.
Examples of workshops include “Hands on History: Research
for Students,” “Integrating Women and Gender Into the
Classroom,” “Strategies for Using State and Local History” and
“Readings in American Democracy,” a press release stated.
“From these sessions, people will come away with techniques
and ideas of how to teach history and social studies,” Titus said.
A popular session titled “Swap Shop of Ideas” also will be held
at the conference. Vince Walk, a Mattoon High School teacher,
will host the session.
“People who attended the conference and have ideas or lesson
plans can bring them to this session and trade ideas,” Titus said.
A luncheon in the Grand Ballroom is also part of the confer-
ence. The luncheon will feature Edna Bay, a trained historian of
Africa and associate professor in the graduate institute of the
liberal arts at Emory University in Atlanta, a press release said. 
More information is available from the School of Continuing
Education at 581-5116 or (800) 446-8918.
By Kelly Leuty
S T A F F  W R I T E R
With Halloween over, the holi-
day season unofficially begins,
and with it the annual Christmas in
the Heart of Charleston fund rais-
er on Sunday. 
The fundraiser, which includes
a buffet dinner, a silent auction
and musical entertainment, will
fund such attractions as horse and
carriage rides, a holiday parade
and free pictures with Santa
Claus. 
Also included in the festival are
street caroling, musical entertain-
ment and refreshments like
donuts, brownies, cider and hot
cocoa. The money from the fund
raiser also provides for window
decorations for stores and cos-
tumes for those in the parade.
Everything at the festival is free
of charge.
The silent auction will have 35
items, including theater tickets, a
rocking chair, jewelry and assort-
ed baskets, said Cheri Sims of the
Charleston Christmas Committee. 
Jim Easter and the Artistics, a
popular band in the Charleston
area for 40 years, will provide
musical entertainment from 6:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
This is the eighth year for the
event, Sims said, and the fifth year
for the fund raiser. Previously, it
had been held at What’s Cookin’,
but the Charleston Moose Lodge
was chosen this year to provide
more seating capacity. 
“Many people thought it used to
be by invite only, which is not
true,” Sims said. “Now we are
holding it at the Moose to hold
more people.” 
Sims said that in the past couple
of years, raising money has
become harder. 
“The fund raising aspect has
been very difficult; we have lost
businesses in the area that con-
tributed heavily to the fund,” she
said. “We also have four or five
other fund raisers to view
against.”
The committee, however, does
receive help from the Charleston
Tourism Board, which will match
dollar-for-dollar the proceeds of
the fund raiser, Sims said. 
Tickets must be purchased in
advance, and can be purchased at
Doughty Men’s Clothing Store on
the north side of the square, at
What’s Cookin’, or by calling Sims
at 345-2624. 
Tickets are $15 and the fund
raiser will be held at the
Charleston Moose Lodge from 5:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m., Sims said. 
By Jamie Hussey
S T A F F  W R I T E R  
Men’s head basketball coach Rick Samuels wants to promote the Blue
Crew at Eastern again this season.
Samuels and Dave Kidwell, assistant athletic director, attended
Thursday night’s Residence Hall Association meeting, with the inten-
tion to revive the Blue Crew, a support group of Eastern students who
attend basketball games and provide school spirit.  
Students in the Blue Crew are designated an area in the stands at
Lantz Arena, and all of them wear blue shirts. Samuels said plans to
make the Blue Crew a recognized student organization at the basketball
games and on campus are in the making. 
Two years ago, the Blue Crew was in full force. The men’s basketball
team was undefeated with the support of the Blue Crew, Samuels said. 
He said the Blue Crew could help Henry Domercant become one of
the top 25 scorers of all time in Division 1. 
Samuels and Kidwell will give out 100 T-shirts to anyone who wants
to be a member of the Blue Crew. 
RHA will make a $30 donation to the multi-cultural committee to help
fund the Museum of Oppression: Beyond Words exhibit.  
Students who want to be a part of the Blue Crew can call Dave
Kidwell at 581-7480 or e-mail him at csdak@pen.eiu.edu.
Conference today
focuses on teaching
Silent auction, dinner will fund
Christmas event on the Square
D A N I E L  L E E / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Scott Clements, a freshman jazz studies major, plays the trombone as part of the EIU Jazz Lab Band, Thursday
evening in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Grand Ballroom.  The group, directed by Simon Rowe, had
a special guest, Janiece Jaffe,  playing with them. Jaffe is from Indianapolis.
Audience heard jazz, had coffee 
By Shanna Waters 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Jazz Lab Band performed with special
guest Janiece Jaffe Thursday night in the Grand
Ballroom to an audience clad in Halloween cos-
tumes.
“One of the new professors is from my home-
town and I wanted to support  his jazz
efforts,”Jaffe said.
The show included the songs “Moten Swing” by
Benny Moten, “Juan of These Days” by Les
Hooper, “Smile” by Charles Chaplin, “Blue
Basket” by Matt Harris and “Dues Blues” by Matt
Harris.
The show was followed by a meet-and-greet
with the artists at the Java Beanery and Bakery. A
crowd of  people gathered to talk to the perform-
ers and a huge line formed to try out the coffee. 
Marti Shirley, a  fan dressed as a flapper, said:
“I love jazz. I play jazz while doing my home-
work.”
“It was a really good show. I love jazz music so
I was excited to come,” Amanda Sanicki, a sopho-
more physical education major said.
Athletics promotes
Blue Crew at RHA
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Brian Kelly
“Factory worker
because they
made me carry
all of the heaviest
stuff around all
day.”
Kerri Presbitero
“Finish Line shoe
store. Lots of
raunchy smellin’
feet.”
Jesse Burton
“Throwing hay
bales all day in
100-degree
weather while
the mosquitoes
eat you alive.”
Shana Palmer
“I was my dad’s
office lackey.”
Ken Norander
“McDonalds
drive thru. It was
by far the most
disgusting thing
I’ve ever seen.”
Randy Malm
“Picking up
scrap metal from
construction
sites and getting
tobacco spit on
me by workers.”
Q U O T E  T H I S
What is the worst job you
have ever had?
Like many other students, I am forced to
spend my summers not lounging in leisure
and relaxation, but rather, utilizing the
majority of my free time putting in count-
less hours of mindless labor for little pay
and even less appreciation. 
Even during months spent learning, I can
usually be found working somewhere with-
in the bowels of The Daily Eastern news-
room, making sub-slave wages and writing
articles few people with any sense would
ever bother to read. Where else can you put
in full-time hours for a very lucrative $5 a
day and be berated for your opinions? It’s a
pretty sweet deal if you ask me.
Now, it would be incredibly easy to sim-
ply become grizzled and bitter about poor
pay or an inadequate working environment,
but it is those horrific experiences which
offer a greater appreciation and under-
standing of our world and the people in it.
As Voltaire once said, “Appreciation is a
wonderful thing; it makes what is excellent
in others belong to us as well.”  With every
decrepit and mind-numbing job I have ever
had the pleasure of working, there has
eventually come a great appreciation for
those who, unlike myself, had to perform
the same task as a career. 
As someone with little to no marketable
skill to speak of, I have been subjected to a
number of jobs most people wouldn’t even
consider; and although I may have loathed
them at the time, I eventually earned a
good deal of respect for those who would be
doing the same job long after me. 
One of the first jobs I ever had was that
of a dishwasher in a small Italian restau-
rant specializing in overpriced pizza and
watered-down beer.  For anyone inexperi-
enced in washing dishes commercially, the
job puts the employee at the lowest possible
rung on the totem pole of the culinary arts
and requires little more than a pair of
hands and feet and a desperate need of $5
an hour. 
Maybe it was the fumes or the heat or
just the tedium of performing the same
task for six hour shifts, but the job seemed
a bit of a mixed blessing. While I never
truly hated the job, I never did manage to
grow any sort of affinity for the majesty
that is clean silverware and a glass absent
of streaks. 
What I did gain from the experience,
however, was a great appreciation for any-
one unlucky enough to work menial labor in
a 100 degree kitchen for minimum wage.
While I never gave any thought to such
work before, after doing it myself, I had a
great respect for anyone who did it for a
living.
Along with time spent warding off dish-
pan hands and dealing with surly waitress-
es,  I have also had the pleasure of working
as a master of the custodial arts (or a jani-
tor if you really need to get technical about
it). 
Contrary to popular belief, the job was
actually enjoyable beside the 60-hour weeks
spent stripping and waxing floors and per-
petually rewashing windows and bathroom
stalls. There’s something oddly empowering
about relegating yourself to hours spent
with a scrub brush and bottles of extremely
abrasive cleaning products, knowing that
the work you are putting in will be widely
ignored, unappreciated and unnoticed. 
Somewhere within months of mopping
and scraping I began to enjoy the work, not
for its numerous perks of blisters and with-
ering heat, but because it was ultimately
making a somewhat more appreciative and
better person of me. Only by suffering
through the indignities of the job was I able
to truly appreciate many of the people in
the same profession who considered clean-
ing their stock in trade.
Although I don’t believe I was necessari-
ly put on earth to clean (I never did quite
get the hang of buffing and waxing tile), but
it was a few months in life that made me
appreciate every building I walked into that
sported shiny floors, sparkling countertops
and lemon-scented bathrooms.
For many college students, menial jobs
such as these are a reality, while to possibly
a greater percentage, education affords
some individuals a road around such occu-
pations which may be considered by many
to be rather petty. It is incredibly easy to
merely whine and complain about how ter-
rible a job may be, but instead, why not find
the ever elusive silver lining within every
pathetic, menial, temporary occupation? 
Professions like flipping burgers at
McDonalds, waiting tables, teaching or any
other job entailing long hours for little pay
and even less appreciation makes those
working them better people. 
Before leaving college for a far more
desirable profession in the fabled “real
world,” every student should have the
chance to work at least a few of these jobs
in order to gain a proper appreciation for
the people performing undesirable or even
unimaginable tasks. 
Sure, anyone can be a highly paid CEO, a
national celebrity or a respected profes-
sional, but where would those people be
without individuals who clean up messes,
prepare food, teach children or package
everyday products?
I’m not suggesting every student find a
job in manual labor or some oddly menial
task in order to appreciate the fact they
don’t have to perform those duties, but
rather, in order to appreciate those who do.
I think the world would be much better off
if everyone held a respect, or at least a
healthy appreciation, for everyone doing
the odd jobs we often forget are so impor-
tant.
“As someone with little to no
marketable skill to speak of, I
have been subjected to a
number of jobs most people
wouldn’t even consider... ”
J U S T  T H I N K I N G . . .
Making society better, one
atrocious job at a time
Ben Erwin
Verge Editor
He is also a
junior journalism
major and
English minor.
He can be reached
at 581-2812 or
benerwin@hotmail.c
om
 Bad jobs teach more than a
mere lesson about suffering, they
teach the world valuable lessons
in appreciation.
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Staff
South Side Cafe
Start the day off right
• Daily specials
• Breakfast served all day
M-F 5 am - 2 pm
Sat. 5 am - 1 pm
614 Jackson Ave.
South Side of the Square
345-5089
Man who waits for roast duck to fly into mouth must wait very, very long time.
20% OFF DINNER BUFFET W/STUDENT I.D.
SO CALL CHINA 88 AND HAVE YOUR ASIAN
CUISINE DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR
348-1232
SUN-THU 11-9, FRI-SAT 11-10
ASK ABOUT OUR
DINNER SPECIALS
Buy
a full size
bottle of lotion
and tan free 
that day
345-5666
TAN LINES
~Next to Joey’s, across from Old Main  ’     
Regullar,,   Power,,   and  
Ullttiimatte  Beds
A New Look Tanning
Don’t lose that summer tan quite yet!
Weekly and Monthly Specials
32 Bulb Bed
3 Face Tanners
Unlimited
2 weeks $22
1 month $42
other options available
30 Bulb Bed
Unlimited
2 weeks $19
1 month $35
other options available
655 W Lincoln Suite #12
348-8123
Live Bands
Sat. Nov. 2
Groovatron
Sun. Nov.3
Fri. Nov. 1
Scrap
All Acoustic Sundays
w/ Ryan Groff
Plush
Flowers, Plants, Balloons,
Priced
to Sell
From
$500-
$7,000
We
Accept
Credit
Cards
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Students savoring Halloween mania
By Karen Kirr
A S S O C I A T E  V E R G E  E D I T O R
Most local bars unleashed their
annual costume parties on
Halloween to commemorate the
ghoulish holiday.
Stix, Stu’s, Marty’s and Friends
& Company were among the many
bars competing for customers
Thursday evening. Contests, drink
specials and prizes highlighted the
many attractions at each bar and
made them overly enticing.
Stix distributed prizes based on
what costume got the loudest
applause from bar-goers as well as
a little help from chosen judges.
“We usually give cash prizes
based on the costumes,” said Mike
Mayhol, also known as D.J. Spider,
who had the honor of laying down
beats at the party alongside D.J.
Carebear, otherwise known as
Dave Heidamann.  Bud Light spon-
sored the costume party and
prizes, Mayhol said.
If you were decked out in skele-
ton or goblin garb Thursday,
Marty’s was another place that fea-
tured a prize-laden costume con-
test and $1.50 20 ounce drink spe-
cials in a souvenir cup.
Rockers, The Shakes, wowed
disguised students at Friends with
its power pop, 80s college rock and
punk and all things considered, the
holiday was a perfect fit.
The venue was also decked out
in spooky Halloween gear. 
If you missed the opportunity to
celebrate the frightening holiday
Thursday, fear not, there are still
options.
Mattoon-based Gunner Buc’s
will be hosting it’s annual costume
party, said Dianna Roy, manager of
the tavern. 
“The costume contest will proba-
bly run late,” she said. 
The contest will be sponsored by
104.3, The Party, radio station and
Bud Light, Roy said.
Souvenir cups will run for $4
each and the bar is looking for-
ward to a hefty turnout, she said.
“The bar does this every
year,” Roy said.  
As a part of First Fridays,
University Board is unveiling its
own belated Halloween party at
9:30 p.m. tonight in 7th Street
Underground, located in the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. 
Typical trick-or-treating candy
will occupy baskets in the party
area and despite the fact that the
holiday has ended, Monica
Stewart, UB special events coor-
dinator, said students are
encouraged to wear their cos-
tumes, which will be judged
based on different features, and
divided into categories. 
“It is not going to be some-
thing extravagant, just some-
thing festive,” she said.
Comedy troupe Fowl
Language will kick off the party
with numerous skits, which will
be condensed from two hours to
an hour and a half to accommo-
date costume judging. 
“(UB) can give our opinions,
but ultimately Fowl Language
will decide (who wins the con-
test),” Stewart said. “We thought
it would be nice if they were the
ones who selected the winner.”
Since the event was ear-
marked not to exceed two hours,
Stewart said students who attend
will still have the opportunity to
attend other events over the
weekend.
“I really don’t know if people
have plans or not, but it will be a
fun weekend,” she said. 
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  W W W. T H E S H A K E S . O R G
The Shakes chillingly rocked out at festively decorated Friends & Co.
Thursday evening .
The Donnas create a perfect mix on ‘Spend the Night’
By Kelly McCabe
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll have
always been the ingredients of a
successful rock band.  The Donnas
continue to follow that recipe with
their latest release, "Spend the
Night." 
After nine years of recording
together, the girls decided to make
the jump to a major label, Atlantic
Records. Fortunately, the transi-
tion to the big label didn't change
The Donnas' music one bit.  
When the band formed in junior
high in 1993, they were the butt of
many peers' jokes. The fact the
band was made entirely of girls,
and young ones at that, resulted in
the band not being taken seriously.
The Donnas didn't care, howev-
er, and continued to make music.
After just a few releases on the
independent Lookout! Records,
the girls were already drawing
comparisons to punk pioneers,
The Ramones, which is quite an
accomplishment at the mem-
bers' young ages.
With Donna R. holding her
own on lead guitar and Donna C.
behind the drum kit, "Spend the
Night" rocks and rolls through
13 tracks about loving boys, hat-
ing boys and loving to party.
The albums' opening track,
"It’s On The Rocks," is about the
bitter end to a relationship.
Donna A., the group's lead
singer, is out to get revenge on
her ex-boyfriend. "So I'm callin
all my ladies/we're gonna key
your Mercedes."
The band expresses the frus-
trations of having unwanted
guests at a party on "Who
Invited You." The next track,
"All Messed Up," finds The
Donnas having a crush on a boy.
The girls complain, "I didn't
mean to get so addicted/it's just
like Miss Cleo predicted." You
can use your imagination to fig-
ure out what "Take Me To The
Backseat" is really all about.  
The Donnas keep up the fast
pace until the tune "Too Bad
About Your Girl." Donna A.'s
scratchy vocals on the track pro-
vide a nice break from the band's
normal "riot-grrl" sound.
Although "Spend the Night"
possesses many of the same char-
acteristics as The Donnas' previ-
ous works, the album has a dif-
ferent sound.  
The band's sound is more pol-
ished and more mature, straying
away from earlier comparisons
to The Ramones and The
Runaways. If you have yet to
experience The Donnas, you
should first check out earlier
albums such as "American
Teenage Rock 'n Roll Machine" or
"Get Skintight."  If you are
already a fan, "Spend the Night"
is definitely a worthwhile pur-
chase.
“Spend the Night”
The Donnas
Depot
If you can’t 
find it, we 
got it at the 
low prices college
students love. 
On the corner of 
8th & Jackson
348-3376
Open 10 am - 5 pm
Mon. - Sat.
For the best in quality, quantity,
and price.The Depot is the
place to go for your favorite
brand name clothes.
T h e
Special
Dozen Red Roses 
in a Vase for
$32.50
2121 18th St. - Charleston
345-7007
A T
Friday & Saturday
$3 Keystone Pitchers
$2 Burger and Fries or Fried Chips
Sunday:
$3 Keystone Pitchers
FREE FOOD
Get a New Look before fall
Come in and receive 
$2 off Any Haircut
with participating stylist
Shawna
Please present 
coupon for special
655 W. Lincoln Ave.
Suite 12, Charleston
348-8123
A New Look
Exp. Nov. 31,2002
Brian’s Place
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY from 2pm till 1 am
with no cover and $1.75 oz Big Bottles
Free pool 2-5pm
All NEW DJ’s playing the latest Dance Music
Fri, Sat & Sun Nights and a Large Dance Floor,
we are the perfect place to hold your
Fraternity and Sorority functions.
Contact us MON-FRI, 10am-5pm for more information
21st & Broadway
Mattoon IL (217) 234-4151 www.clubx-treme.com
Don’t Get Stuck in
the Dog House!
Advertise Your Business Today!
581-2816
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY
The grass is always
greener when you 
advertise.
581-2816
I grew up in a Christian family,
but I didn’t care for Christianity
the first 22 years of my life.
Everything I thought, felt or said –
my entire personal conviction –
was based on personal experience.
I justified what I believed from
life experiences and personal
opinions.
The Bible was foreign and irrel-
evant to my life. I called myself a
Christian because I thought going
to church made one a Christian. I
was not a defender of the faith. I
never read or studied the Bible – I
lived in contradiction to it. I
argued against its truths and I
was not convicted of the sin it
spoke of. I called myself a
Christian, but lived a lifestyle
completely opposite of what
Christianity taught.
I eventually saw the reality of
my life. I was suicidal, severely
depressed, rebellious and angry.
Thankfully, God never gave up on
me. God used my brother to show
me that road to hope and life in
Jesus Christ. Jesus got me out of
my rut and showed me my life
was not over, it was just begin-
ning.
God blessed me tremendously.
He gave me a hunger to read the
truths of the Bible, and I began to
change, even in the face of rejec-
tion from others. God was some-
times the only friend I had. He
gave me the desire to return to
school and provided the money to
pay for it. I finished my bachelor’s
degree in English in May 2001 at
age 25, and I am now in graduate
school, and God paved the way for
it all. God blessed me with a godly
wife and soon a baby. I am so
grateful to God when I meditate
on what he has done for me.
I now believe the Bible is infal-
lible, wonderful, true and life-
changing. It tells me humanity fell
in its sin, but was redeemed by
the blood Jesus Christ shed at the
cross. This redemption is for
everyone who turns to Jesus and
away from their selfish and sinful
ways. 
Its not always easy to tell peo-
ple Jesus can save them from
their sinful lifestyles. No one likes
to be told they are sinners. Some
think what the Bible calls sin can
be interpreted. Others reject the
whole idea of sin. I don’t force
anyone to share my belief, but it is
my responsibility to present to
you the truth, then it is your deci-
sion to accept it or not.
Here’s some truth. Contrary to
what some people believe, we are
made up of body, soul and spirit.
We’re not supposed to cater to the
lusts of our body or our soul,
because they often are contrary to
the most important part of us: Our
eternal spirit. The good of the
spirit far outweighs the desires of
the soul and body. If you live by
desires of soul and body, you are
living in contradiction to God’s
will for your life. 
Right and wrong is not deter-
mined by your personal opinions
and beliefs, but by the word of
God. Do not live for your selfish
desires, live to please God. If your
life, beliefs or words are contrary
to the Bible, or if you claim to be a
Christian but find yourself chal-
lenging the Bible or changing
what it says to fit your personal
beliefs, recheck yourself. Don’t
ask God to endorse a personal
belief that goes against his word.
Pure Christianity and its biblical
truths are not open to interpreta-
tion that is in direct contradiction
to the Bible.
Love, the main driving force
behind the message of biblical
Christianity, has a boundary –
that boundary is truth. Jesus is
the way, the truth and the life.
We have all sinned and fallen
short of the glory of God, but we
can be redeemed through Jesus.
This is a moment of truth – what
you believe now will one day
have eternal consequences. I
challenge belief systems that are
contrary to the Bible. Are you
willing to stake your eternal life
on what you believe? Because
there is life after this one –
reward for those who accept
Jesus, punishment for those who
reject him. I ask you to consider
believing the truth, and open
your hearts to a life in Jesus
Christ.
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Pete Grant
Guest
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Grant also is a
graduate student
in technology.
He can be reached
at pagrant@eiu.edu
Find a life in Jesus Christ
O P I N I O N
Act like
the adults
you are
E D I T O R I A L
One year ago, after a great
deal of discussion, thought
and prayer with my family
and friends, my campaign to
be your state senator from
the 55th District began. My
travel throughout this new
district in east central and
south central Illinois has been
enjoyable and a true learning
experience.
First, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank the
many people I have met and
new friends I have made.
Your willingness to take time
to discuss the concerns we all
share is something I have
greatly appreciated. I have
learned that representing
people in Springfield requires
first that you listen to them
and discuss what they believe
state government should be
about, what it should do and
what it should not do. What I
have found in the new 55th
Senate District is much like
what I first discovered when
I joined the General
Assembly as a state represen-
tative in 1997 – that this
area’s citizens are hard-work-
ing, decent and honest peo-
ple, who simply would like to
see their public officials do
what is right and spend their
tax dollars in a prudent and
efficient manner.
During my five years as
state representative, I have
worked to make changes in
Springfield that reflected the
best interests of my con-
stituents and the entire state.
On issues such as increased
usage of ethanol and bio-
diesel fuels, working to bring
good jobs to downstate
Illinois, providing more equi-
table funding for our schools
and helping ensure we use
the best of our technology in
protecting children, we have
made positive changes. While
I am proud to have played a
role in this progress, there is
still much to be done not only
on these issues but many
more. That’s why I’m running
for the State Senate – to help
ensure your voice and your
views are heard in
Springfield. I would greatly
appreciate your vote on 
Nov. 5.
Dale Righter
Candidate for 55th Senate
District
Candidate focusing on constituents
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“We have all sinned
and fallen short of the
glory of God, but we
can be redeemed
through Jesus.”
Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu
Homecoming should be a proud moment for col-
lege students. It is a time most look back upon with
fond memories.
But the behavior of some students during this
year’s Homecoming parade was shameful. Because
the Newton Junior High School band was hit with
beer cans, candy and lit cigarettes, it won’t partici-
pate in the parade in the future.
More band withdrawls could follow.
University and city officials
are now planning to discuss
ways the unruly behavior
could have been avoided. 
It shouldn’t have to come to
this.
This is a university filled
with responsible adults, who
are supposed to be more intel-
legent. Those who threw
debris at people participating
in the parade weren’t acting
like responsible college stu-
dents, they were acting like
children.
Many female band members
were propositioned by drunk-
en rebelers in front of houses
on the parade route.
That type of behavior shouldn’t be tolerated.
Band members and others who wish to partici-
pate in the parade shouldn’t have to fear risking life
and limb to march proudly in the festivities.
But if such unruly behavior continues there won’t
be much of a parade left to march in and a key part
of the memorable weekend will be gone. 
Rebelers likely didn’t target Newton, and instead
threw various items at plenty of parade units. So
more bands will shy away from joining the parade
or many which are already in the parade will with-
draw.
A parade with only a few people isn’t a parade,
it’s a gathering. That’s nothing to be proud of.
The alternative is a parade of policemen march-
ing up and down the streets of the parade routes to
prevent the sinister behavior from happening. 
That’s worth forgetting.
The parade would be less about gameshows and
candy and instead would look more like a military
march. It doesn’t have to be that way.
In the future college students who wish to watch
the parade should show responsibility and respect.  
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
Unruly behav-
ior in this
year’s
Homecoming
parade
Our stance
Incidents in
this year’s
parade should
never have
happened.
Homecoming
is a time for
fun but people
should be
responsible.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
Do you have something to say about the possibil-
ity of war with Iraq? The Daily Eastern News is
looking for essays on the topic to be published the
week of Nov. 4. Members of the Eastern communi-
ty are invited to submit an essay of 300-600 words
for consideration. All essays are due by 4 p.m. Nov.
1. Essays can be submitted at 1811 Buzzard Hall or
emailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu.
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By Aaron Swiercz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
“The Ring” is exactly what you
can infer from the movie poster, a
PG-13 horror film. While most of
the movie-going public would
agree that a horror movie’s suc-
cess relies on its R rating, “The
Ring” manages to produce a
creepy atmosphere by cutting out
every time it gets gory, which
leaves the end result to the imagi-
nation of the audience.
The story was an urban legend
novelized by K’ji Suzuki and real-
ized on screen by director Gore
Verbinski. Suzuki’s novel “Ringu”
took the Far East by storm and
turned the page in Japanese cine-
ma by bringing forth the new genre
of psycho-horror.
“The Ring” begins when the
niece of the Rachel Watts (Naommi
Watts) finds an unmarked video-
tape while staying in a cabin over
the weekend with her friends. One
week later, her niece commits sui-
cide and Rachel’s sister begs her,
the ace reporter in the family, to
find out what happened to the
niece.
Watts talks to the friends of her
dead niece and finds out about the
video — a video that kills the view-
er when he or she watches it — and
starts using her newshound abili-
ties to unravel the mystery.
After watching the tape, Watts
begins to experience very strange
things, hallucinating regularly. Will
she be able to solve the mystery
before the hallucinations drive her
insane? In my opinion, this could
have been answered earlier in the
movie.
“The Ring” has a tendency to
drag, letting the building suspense
wear off of the viewer before actu-
ally getting to the next nail-biting
sequence. As a result, the movie
seems over-dramatic because most
of the scenes don’t flow well togeth-
er.
The subliminal ring transitions in
the film add some creepiness as
well as flashed dream sequences;
but unfortunately, Verbinski did not
study the one person who really
could have made this movie a vis-
ceral viewing experience.
This movie attempts to replicate
the directing style of Darren
Aronofsky (“Requiem for a
Dream” and “Pi”) but fails due to
the absence of violent and severely
disturbing images, which would
have certainly garnered the R-rat-
ing.
Watts, who entered many homes
from the critically acclaimed
movie “Mullholland Drive,” seems
too flaky in “The Ring” to be taken
seriously. It almost gets to the point
where the viewer wants her to die
just so the plot will have to turn
somewhere and provide an inter-
esting finish.
The main fact is while the movie
had much potential, the “Mouse
Trap” director just didn’t do it jus-
tice. Verbinski concentrated on the
look of the movie, as opposed to the
impact and the permanent psycho-
logical effects that would come
from concentrating on driving the
narrative to a conclusion, rather
than letting it take its time on the
way there.
“The Ring” is a very visually-
appealing film, to the credit of pro-
duction designer Tom Duffield and
director of photography Bojan
Bazelli. The pair gave the film a
pretense and cold look I have not
seen since “The Good Son,” devel-
oping an environment that makes
the film look as though bad things
are surely about to happen. Overall,
the movie is worth seeing once in
the theater, only to appreciate the
aesthetics of the cinematography
in the large scope; but as a memo-
rable horror movie to add to the col-
lection, it did not make it back to
the top of the well.
‘The Ring’ introduces pseudo psycho-horror
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  I M D B . C O M
Finally your mother’s fear of the television killing you have come to
fruition as “The Ring” proves when a lethal video begins wiping out the
populace.
“The Ring
Gore Verbinski, director
Ryan Rinchiuso
S T A F F  W R I T E R
“Punch-Drunk Love” is a glori-
ous, romantic and dark fairy tale
romance directed by the critical-
ly acclaimed Paul Thomas
Anderson (“Boogie Nights”) and
starring Adam Sandler in his
first dramatic role.
Barry Egan (Sandler) is a man
who is emotionally unstable and
terribly lonely. He has seven sis-
ters who treat him like garbage,
no love in his life and few
friends. All he has is his business
of selling glass-handle toilet-
plungers, a new blue suit and a
harmonica he finds discarded on
the street.
Egan flies off the handle in fits
of rage when he is called names
and confides in one of his broth-
er-in-laws that he cries often for
no reason. In one night of total
loneliness, Egan decides to call a
phone-sex line -- not to hear any-
thing dirty, but just to talk to
someone on the other end. This
turns out horribly for Egan when
the girl on the phone and her
boss blackmail him for money at
the time when he meets his per-
fect match, Lena Leonard (Emily
Watson), who is just as crazy for
him as he is for her.
The movie, while a comedy, is
also a dramatic look at love and
life; and while Sandler does his
trademark shtick (yelling and
beating stuff up), it is treated in a
serious tone rather than in satire.
This could have turned out as a
horrible film, but in the capable
hands of Anderson, the film is a
small masterpiece. Egan is a
beautifully drawn character per-
fectly realized in a bravado per-
formance by a quiet, restrained
Sandler. 
While Egan is full of rage, he is
essentially a little boy on the
inside who needs to be taken care
of constantly. While his sister’s
might care for him deep-down
they never show it, and in Lena,
he sees what he has been miss-
ing.
Lena, who we later find out has
been married before, makes it a
little harder to understand what
she sees in Egan. She confesses
she saw a picture of him at one of
his sister’s homes, but no one is
ever sure if she was attracted to
him or to the prospect of having
someone that truly loves and
depends on her.
Watson, who has never played
a role like this, is one of the
sweetest and most beautiful
characters to come off the
screen in years. She glows in her
scene with Sandler and is so
believable in her role that the
audience truly believes that she
could somehow fall deeply in
love with a neurotic character
like Barry Egan.
This film may turn viewers off
due to not being a typical Sandler
comedy or a romantic comedy;
and that is a shame. It is a roman-
tic comedy for the loveless,
lovesick and morose.
It is return to form for
Anderson after the indulgent and
lengthy “Magnolia” and is the fix
that all film lovers have been
craving for months. Anyone look-
ing for a sweet film that is dif-
ferent and better than anything
out there, “Punch-Drunk Love” is
the perfect film.
“Punch-Drunk Love”
Paul Thomas Anderson, director
‘Punch-Drunk Love’ beautifully poignant cinema
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Entertainment
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14th
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20 Years Experience
10 Years - State Attorney of Coles County
-First degree murder convictions - 5 at trial
-Nearly $2 million restitution collected for victims
-Nearly 4,000 years in prison sentences
-Nearly 450 years in prison sentences for sex offenders
-Domestic violence prosecutions tripled
Over 9 Years in Private Practice
-Appeared in court in 27 counties before over 100 different judges
-Broad civil law experience in all types of cases
Legal Assistant for Federal Magistrate, 1982-83
-Researched and helped write opinions & orders
Business Law instructor, Lake Land College 1989-92
EXPERIENCE THAT CAN’T BE FOUND IN BOOKS!
The Right
Combination of
Experience, 
Legal Ability and
Common Sense.
EIU Murder Victim’s family Writes:
“Andrea’s parents and her family would like to thank Steve Ferguson and the entire staff at the Coles
County State Attorney’s office who assisted him in this case. The law enforcement departments... her
friends and other supporters who have been there for her and us through this terrible ordeal... Andrea’s
voice has not been heard other than what Steve Ferguson has been able to say for her.”
The parents and family of Andrea Will
March 9, 1999
STEVE FERGUSON
for Circuit Judge
Happy 21st
Corky!
Love ya, Jenny, Kelly &
Kristen
$2.50 Pints of Kick-A-Poo Punch
Half Price Martini’s at $2.50
$1.50 Rail Liquor
“You Call It”
Friday Night
Saturday Night
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Now that Student Government
registered around 700 during
their September voter drive, the
organization will hold another
drive to encourage those regis-
tered to come out to the polls on
election day.
The drive will continue until
election day and includes calling
voters on Nov. 5 to remind those
registered to vote, said Marty
Ruhaak, student vice president
for public affairs.
Besides calling voters, the
drive will include posting fliers or
posters on campus encouraging
voter turnout and providing can-
didate information, Ruhaak said.
“We just started putting up
posters,” he said. “It’s kind of
tough (to target voters) because
we don’t know who’s registered.”
Last election, only 32 Eastern
students voted, and Ruhaak said
he does not expect all 700 regis-
tered to show up at the polls.
“I’m not looking for a 100 per-
cent turnout,” he said.
“Realistically, I would like to see
400 vote. Now, it’s kind of in their
hands because they know they’re
registered.”
Ruhaak said the reason for the
low turnout could be because vot-
ers are not aware of the date to
vote or they do not make the time.
“Normally a very small portion
of the campus votes. We only
have 700 registered,” he said.
Student Senate members will
also pass out fliers on campus by
this Monday, said Donna
Fernandez, chair of the S/enate
Student Relations Committee.
“We’ll try to get people’s atten-
tion on who’s running,” she said.
“We’ll have fliers saying, ‘remem-
ber to vote.’”
She said the fliers were going
to provide students with specific
information on the candidates,
but instead will likely offer Web
links to information so the fliers
do not appear too wordy.
Those registered with the
Student Government drive could
have an impact on state, as well as
city elections, Ruhaak previously
told the Daily Eastern News.
“If we can get all these people
to vote, you can have a city coun-
cil member who you want,” he
said. “This is only half the job,
getting people registered to
vote.”
The University Democrats also
held a voter drive last month and
registered 300 to 400, said presi-
dent Matt Bergbower.
Polling areas for on-campus
students will likely be in Carman
Hall and in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. Most
voters receive a mailing inform-
ing them of polling locations.
However, students living on or
off campus can contact the Coles
County Clerk’s office at 348-0516
to find out where their precinct’s
polling area will be located.
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
Chapin Rose, Republican
candidate for state represen-
tative, spoke to students in
classes on campus Thursday,
motivating students to get to
the polls in the upcoming elec-
tion.  
Chapin said he hopes to
spread a positive message to
young people about voting,
politicians and policies, so
they can impact their commu-
nity. He dropped by two class-
es Thursday and spoke to the
Student Senate Wednesday
night, trying to reach as many
students as possible before
Tuesday’s election. 
“If you can get involved in
the community ... the commu-
nity can work to respond to
you,” he said. “If you just get
organized, you can have a
direct impact on who wins and
who loses.”
He encouraged students to
become involved in recog-
nized students organizations
and to talk to friends and
other groups to influence oth-
ers to vote because the power
of numbers wins elections.
For years, politicians in the
legislature have carried a
misconception of college-aged
people, he said. They think
young people do not vote and
are apathetic about politics
and policies. However, Chapin
said he does not believe in that
image. Instead, he thinks
politicians have not offered
students much.
“It’s not that we don’t care.
We are just frustrated,” he
said. “We can’t underestimate
the power of students.”
Chapin said students should
realize the importance of
being represented because
politicians know who their
constituents are and make
policies based on what they
want.
“It angers me when young
people don’t care,” he said. 
He said new policies where
people who are caught using
fake identification or drinking
under age automatically lose
driving privileges are a direct
effect of the lack of student
participation at the polls. Also,
when the politicians votes on
appropriation for the Illinois
Board of Higher Education,
they will consider who their
constituents are. The votes
will effect school funding and,
ultimately, tuition at Eastern.
“Why do you think (these
policies) affect people under
21?” he said. “If (young peo-
ple) voted, I guarantee it
would not have happened. It’s
easy to overlook constituents
that don’t vote.”
M E L I S S A  N I E L S E N / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Chapin Rose, Republican candidate for state representative and
Charleston native, talks with students about the importance of
voting to keep universities in legislators’ thoughts.
Candidate urges student participation
in local government through elections
Senate keeps students moving toward the polls
 Charleston native
Chapin Rose visits
Taylor Hall
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
In the Pemberton Haunted House on Thursday
night, students were scared by many frightening
creatures, including ghosts, goblins and other
ghouls.
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has gained a good deal from this
year’s additional member and a
warm-up show at Charleston High
School.
“It’s easier with an extra person
as a buffer,” Samii said. “It was
much harder doing shows with
only five people and only four
would show up. And having anoth-
er person to draw ideas from helps
a lot too.”
With frantic energy and off-beat
sensibility, Fowl Language per-
formances allow an atypical form
of comedy to shine. “It’s always a
lot of fun,” Neumann said.
Everyone is a big ball of energy
on stage and we’re all so differ-
ent we each bring something
interesting to performances.”
Fowl Language’s inaugural
performance this semester will
coincide with UB’s successful
First Friday program, which
aims at providing variety each
month to University Board’s
standard weekend fare. With an
emphasis on bringing a wide
variety of comedians, bands and
performers to campus the first
Friday of each month, the
appropriately titled “First
Fridays” is an expanding pro-
gram brought to Eastern from
other college campuses
throughout the state.
“It’s small in comparison to
other schools, but the response
has been good and it should get
bigger next semester,” UB
Chair Caleb Judy said of First
Fridays. “First Fridays gives a
different focus once a month
besides everything else going
on.  The program has been very
successful elsewhere and we
wanted to bring that here.”
Offering bowling, bingo and
other activities each month, the
Fowl Language performance
will be one of the largest and
most anticipated for the bur-
geoning program. Despite the
lack of appropriate funds pro-
vided at other universities,
First Fridays is viewed as a suc-
cess by its chair, financial
shortcomings not withstanding.
“Other schools have more
money to put into the program,
so we’re only able to run bigger
events once a month,” First
Fridays Chair Monica Stewart
said. “Hopefully as the program
grows, we’ll be able to bring
bigger events more often.”
Along with Fowl Language’s
performance, UB will be hold-
ing a costume contest judged by
Fowl Language’s members. Also
adding to the Halloween festivi-
ties will be treats and decora-
tions to set the mood of the
night.
“There’s plenty of treats and
entertainment and it should be a
lot of fun,” First Fridays Chair
Monica Stewart said.
With widening audiences and
bigger events planned for the
future, First Fridays is building
on previous success and plan-
ning for bigger things in the
future after Fowl Language’s
performance.
Everyone is encouraged to
dress up and come hang out and
enjoy the show so it’ll be festive
and really fun. And Fowl
Language has always put on a
great show.
Fowl:
Fowl Lanuage per-
formance to coincide
with UB program
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By Ben Turner
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Historically, jazz music and
the typical college lifestyle have
never meshed. College students
and the towns in which they
temporarily call home are busy
and, at times, chaotic places. To
get a house party started, most
college students select hip-hop
or other dance-oriented music
before they would a Charles
Mingus or a Thelonius Monk
collection.
While this is just the way
things have and always will
work, jazz is still one of
America’s true original art
forms. It helped provide the
base from which other genres
eventually grew. Jazz and the
blues were the early inspira-
tions for many early rock ‘n’
roll acts, which then paved the
way for pop, or popular music,
among many people college-
age and younger. 
Unfortunately, in the
process, jazz became like a fine
wine or a good steak -- some-
thing you enjoy more with age.
Don’t fall victim to the
stereotype. Expose yourself to
new horizons Friday at Friends
& Co. They offer free, live jazz
from 9 p.m. to close every
Friday. Local jazz group, The
Travis Wesley Trio, provides
both culture and a change of
musical pace.
Bandleader and pianist
Travis Wesley is in his third
year at Eastern. After graduat-
ing high school, Wesley attend-
ed The Berklee College of
Music in Boston.
“It was pretty expensive so I
came back (to Illinois) and
played out with musicians,”
Wesley said. “I took some time
off from school to play and
teach, and then I came (to
Eastern) in the fall of 2000.” 
Wesley said his former
roommate, Brian Shaw, had
originally talked to former
Friends owner Shannon
Sherwood about performing on
a consistent basis, but he was
too busy. Wesley took advan-
tage of the opportunity,
recruited some other musi-
cians and this is the third week
he’s been performing at
Friends.
Joining Wesley are Eastern
graduate student J.B Faires on
both standup and electric bass
and drummer Dan Klinker.
Wesley said he met Faires
through Shaw, and Klinker
was someone he knew from
shows in the Champaign area.
To mix things up, the band
hires different horn players
from time to time.
“I book musicians as sort of
a side project,” Wesley said.
“So I try to bring in musicians
who play trombone, trumpet or
saxophone to change it up.”
Wesley mentioned the trio
would like to become a quartet
at some point by bringing in a
horn player to permanently
front the band. Currently,
Decatur native and tenor and
soprano saxophonist Casey
Fitzpatrick is at the top of the
list. Wesley said the the group
has played with Fitzpatrick a
few times and have enjoyed
the results.
As for the trio’s performanc-
es, they can play what they
refer to as the standard jazz
repertoire or more of a funk-
based style. Besides original
pieces the band members have
written, the standard jazz
repertoire Wesley spoke of
includes music based on the
work of jazz legends like
Charlie Parker, Miles Davis,
George Gershwin, Cole Porter,
Thad Jones, and as Wesley
said, the list goes on and on.
Wesley said they don’t make
set lists; so like all live jazz,
improvisation is key and is
what really separates jazz
from other musical genres.
The trio recently recorded a
demo with friend and member
of the group Medicated Goo,
George Ozier, at Ozier’s home
studio. Wesley said they hope
the demo will help them secure
more opportunities to play
live. 
“We do a lot of playing out of
town but I would like to spread
our network out a little bit,”
Wesley said. “Getting some
gigs/work in Chicago,
Champaign and Indianapolis
that pay a little better would be
great.”
Friends owner Jason
Kottwitz says jazz night tradi-
tionally does pretty well. 
“I look around the room and I
see people who I would stereo-
typically identify as people
who enjoy jazz, but also people
who are here paying attention,
equally, who I think wouldn’t
fit the mold,” Kottwitz said.
Catch The Travis Wesley
Trio Fridays at Friends and
don’t forget WEIU FM 88.9
plays jazz daily, 12:30 to 5 p.m.
weekdays and noon to 5 p.m.
weekends.
Local jazz trio provides change of pace Fridays at Friends
 If you’re looking for
some mellower melodies,
perhaps free jazz is just
up your alley of fun.
“Expose yourself to
new horizons Friday at
Friends & Co. They
offer free, live jazz
from 9 p.m. open to
close every Friday.”
POTEETE PROPERTY RENTALS    
930 LINCOLN AVENUE I  
5--7 Person Houses Avaii llablle wii th
Great Locatiions
Most Houses Have Washers & Dryers
Great Maiintenance
Good Landllords
Frequent Renovatiions
Many different sizes and styles
See us on the web at
www.poteeterentals.com
345-5088
NOW SHOWING
for 2003-2004 School Year
Fridays
Ladies Night Out!! 
DJ - 9pm – 1am
U-Call its  $1.50
Pitchers  $4.00
Saturdays
Karaoke &
Open Mic Night
9pm – 1am
$ 1
$ 1
Specialty
Shots
Pints
Of Mattoon
Relax... 
let the DEN take care
of your advertising
needs
Call your Ad Rep today! 581-2816
Place Your DEN Personal
...because plenty of cute
chicks read it daily!
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NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
WWW.STUSONLINE.COM
Stu’s
Friday
$2 Bottles
$3 Drink Specials
Shot Specials All Weekend
345-5712
Across from Walgreens
Not valid with other promotions
$9.95
Quick Cuts
In the DEN
Advertise 
If  you advertise i t
they wil l  come. . .
Your ad
delivered
to 9,000+ 
students
daily
Call an ad rep today
581-2816
ADVE RTI SE
IN THE DEN
“When you’re trying to sell the college
perception, it pays to increase the visibili-
ty of its honors program,” Lord said.
As of Aug. 12, the Honors Program had
728 members, and its average ACT score
is 27.4, but this change will hopefully
attract more new students to join.
“We encourage any student with a GPA
of 3.5 or higher to come in and apply for
the Honors Program, because we wish to
include instead exclude,” Lasky said.
Lord and Lasky have not currently dis-
cussed this matter with the Board of
Trustees but, having received virtually no
negative feedback, intend to do so as soon
as possible.
“I will move it forward to the right peo-
ple, but I can tell you that President
Hencken is aware of the issue and has said
many positive things about it,” Lord said.
They will attempt to implement the
name change as soon as next January.
“It’s incredibly conceivable that next
year’s incoming freshmen will have an
opportunity to participate,” Lord said.
Next week, part of CAA will be to look
into adding a new class to the curriculum
called France and the Wider World in the
Age of Absolutionism. The issue has been
on the table the longest of any issue all
year long, and the council is finally hear-
ing arguments on the course.
Eastern’s Image Hurt
Officials in the administration
and Student Government oppose
sidewalk chalking on the
grounds that it defaces
Eastern’s campus.
“There has been concern
expressed that when we have
new or prospective students on
our campus or legislators visit-
ing, (seeing chalk on sidewalks)
doesn’t make a strong first
impression,” said Shirley
Stewart, vice president of stu-
dent affairs.
Many agree that chalking
sidewalks is “kind of not profes-
sional for the campus,” said
Student Body President Alison
Mormino.
“I know a lot of organizations
use (chalk) as a publicity tool,
but I think there’s other ways to
go about it,” Mormino said. “But
if student organizations feel it’s
infringing on their ability to
advertise, we’ll be willing to
look into it. 
“I don’t like it — I think it’s
tacky,” said Senate member
Dwight Nelson. “It’s a hard
thing to regulate. And how are
you going to clean it up?” 
Rewriting Job
Descriptions
Larry Shobe’s job as grounds
gardener is to tend to the flow-
ers and gardens on campus. But
often, Shobe has found himself
taking on a new task  — washing
and scrubbing away chalk mes-
sages on sidewalks.
“It looks like vandalism,” he
said. “It makes the campus look
terrible.” 
On bad days, Shobe said he
spends one hour of his 7 1/2 hour
shift cleaning up chalk mes-
sages.
“I could be doing something
more constructive,” Shobe said. 
Jon Collins, superintendent of
grounds, agreed that chalkings
detract Eastern’s grounds crew
from the jobs they were hired to
do.
“We can have a (groundskeep-
er) spend all morning finding (a
chalking) and washing it off,”
Collins said. “It can be a big
expense for us.”
Although fewer messages
have been chalked around
Eastern recently thanks to the
cooler weather and rain, Shobe
said sidewalk chalking this
semester is at a level similar to
previous years.
Chalked messages are usually
found near campus buildings —
especially near Coleman Hall
and the Union, Shobe said. 
Collins said that if he had the
manpower, Eastern’s grounds
crew would erase any and all
chalkings as soon as they saw it. 
Chalk Ads Effective
Ashley Kiefer began chalking
sidewalks last semester, after
membership in her Recognized
Student Organization, The
Society of Metaphysical
Advancement, began to dwindle.
“Membership was down so
low, we had to get the word out,”
said Kiefer, a senior art history
major.
But after chalking some side-
walks near campus buildings,
she and her group were told to
stop.
“We were told no longer to
(chalk) because it destroys the
beauty (of campus),” Kiefer
said.
“I’m sorry, but the pieces of
paper taped to the sidewalk are
a bit more disturbing to the
beauty of campus than chalk
that is easily washed off by the
rain,” she said. “It wasn’t like
(our messages were) every
three squares (of sidewalk) or
anything.” 
In addition, Kiefer said the
sidewalk chalkings she made
attracted more people than if she
had put up fliers.
“You’re much more apt to read
something on the sidewalk as
you’re walking to class than a
flier on a bulletin board with 600
other fliers,” she said. 
Katie Landers, a graduate stu-
dent who helped to run an
Andrews Hall blood drive Oct. 3,
said she supported permitting
students to chalk sidewalks — to
an extent.
“I think it’s a good way to
advertise,” Landers said, noting
that there was an excellent
turnout for the blood drive.
However, Landers said she
thought that there should be
guidelines to who should chalk
and where they could do it.
A Nationwide Issue
Chalking has become an issue
at many colleges and universities
around the country as administra-
tors try to reconcile students’
rights with beautification and
hate crime problems.
Minnesota State University -
Moorhead adopted a policy this
semester requiring student
organizations to get a permit
before they can chalk, and only
allows chalking in a certain part
of campus.
“It’s a more accountable way to
make sure that there weren’t any
inappropriate messages left on
our sidewalks,” said Peter Hartje,
president of the student senate. 
Many local schools, however,
allow unlimited chalking.
The University of Illinois
allows its greek houses and over
800 student organizations to chalk
on non-brick sidewalks that are
exposed to rain, said Brian
Colgan, chief of staff of Illinois’
student government.
“There’s tons on chalk out on
the Quad every day,” Colgan said.
“It lets students know what’s
going on, and I don’t know how
that’s bad, as long as it doesn’t get
out of control.” 
Colgan said he has never seen
chalkings become out of control
in the four years that he has been
there.
“It works out well,” Colgan
said.  
Western Illinois University has
a similar policy.
“People can sidewalk chalk
anywhere on campus, as long as
it’s not on walls and not under
overhangs,” said Chris Mullins-
Silverstein, president of
Western’s Student Government
Association.
Mullins-Silverstein said while
Western sidewalks are filled with
blurbs for parties and events, no
complaints have been received.
Alternatives Needed
Simply banning chalking will
not solve the problem, Kohanzo
said.
“One problem is that there is no
place outside (for students) to
post on,” Kohanzo said. “I think
that’s one reason groups resort to
chalking.”
Kohanzo said the EIU Parents’
Club agreed to fund the installa-
tion of plywood bulletin boards
around campus last year, but ran
into money problems.
The Physical Plant estimated
that simple, weather-proof ply-
wood bulletin boards would cost
about $600 each, Kohanzo said.
“At $600 a whack, I couldn’t see
asking the Parents’ Club (to fund
the boards),” he said. “(The
idea’s) dead because of the cost.”
Davidson recommended that
more students visit Eastern’s e-
bulletin board at
http://www.eiu.edu/~theguide.
But while the board is free and
accessible from any computer,
Davidson admitted that few stu-
dents know about the board, much
less use it.
Chalk:
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Name:
Honors program aims to up
visibility with name change
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“I’m sorry, but the
pieces of paper taped
to the sidewalk are a
bit more disturbing to
the beauty of campus
than chalk that is easi-
ly washed off by the
rain. It wasn’t like (our
messages were) every
three squares (of side-
walk) or anything”
—Ashley Kiefer
BRIAN’S PLACE needs PT wait-
resses & doormen. Apply in per-
son. 21st & Broadway, Mattoon.
234.4151
__________________________11/1
Help Wanted. Pagliacci’s Italian
Dining. Wait staff, pizza makers,
and various other duties. 234-
6000. Located at 319 N. Logan in
Mattoon. 3 blocks north of Big
Lots. Ask for Kim or Rachel.
__________________________11/4
Need 20 telemarketers/profes-
sional closers.  Flexible hours, will
train.  Commissions + bonuses.
Call 345-0323
__________________________11/6
International Programs: Job
opportunity looking for energetic,
outgoing, self motivated individ-
ual with interest or experience in
International travel or study
abroad.  Call Angie or Becky at
581.3390
__________________________11/8
COUNTRY Schoolhouse
Preschool is now accepting appli-
cations for child care assistants
Full or Part-time positions avail.
Experience preferred. 345-3082.
__________________________11/8
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMES-
TER: PART-TIME & FULL-TIME
POSITIONS. SEEKING CANDI-
DATES FOR ORDER ENTRY.
STRONG KEYBOARDING
SKILLS A PLUS. MUST POS-
SESS EXCELLENT COMMUNI-
CATION SKILLS. EXPERIENCE
WITH PHONE SALES HELPFUL.
SCHEDULING FLEXIBLE. APPLY
IN PERSON AT SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION, INC. COLES
BUSINESS PARK 5955 PARK
DRIVE, CHARLESTON FOR
DIRECTIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: HIRING FOR SECOND
S E M E S T E R
PROOFREADERS/TYPESET-
TERS. MUST POSSESS COM-
MAND OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AND ABILITY TO DISCERN MIS-
TAKES IN TEXT QUICKLY AND
ACCURATELY. EXPERIENCE
WITH MACINTOSH AND PAGE-
MAKER A PLUS. SCHEDULING
FLEXIBLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION,
INC. COLES BUSINESS PARK
5955 PARK DRIVE,
CHARLESTON FOR DIREC-
TIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
__________________________1/13
Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class Schedule???
WESTAFF has immediate long
term customer service/inside
sales positions available. We
offer: Flexible Scheduling, A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid Training, Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00
2 BDRM Apt. close to campus.
$200/month per person.  Lease
now for Spring Semester, call
Aaron @ 348-0650
__________________________11/1
UTILITIES PAID! 2 rms to rent,
Jackson Ave, Shared kit/bth.
W/D, AC. Nice house! 345-9665.
__________________________11/1
FALL 2003: Houses &
Apartments. www.eiuapts.com
345.2416
__________________________11/4
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS. 1509 S.
2nd; 3 bdrm furnished apts., low
utilities- Leasing for Spring & Fall,
2003 Semesters Call 346-3583
__________________________11/4
Fall '03. 3 BR 1 bath home. Close
walk to campus. 1306 4th Street.
Central air. NO PETS. $675
month. 345.5037
__________________________11/8
Fall '03. 6 bed 2 bath home.
Excellent location--718 Grant.
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS.
$1500 month. 345.5037
__________________________11/8
Fall '03. 5 bed 2 bath home. Close
to Greek Court. A/C,
Washer/Dryer, Screened-in porch.
NO PETS. $1250 month.
345.5037
__________________________11/8
Fall '03. 5 bed 2 bath home.
GREAT location--903
Cleveland. A/C, Washer/Dryer.
NO PETS. $1125 month.
345.5037
__________________________11/8
DON'T WAIT!! Go for the best!
Beautiful, like new apts. Near
campus! Good management &
security. 345.2576. Available Fall
2003.
__________________________11/8
FALL 2003: 5,4,3,2, BEDROOM
HOUSES  2 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS,1026 EDGAR DR. 348-
5032
_________________________11/11
Newly purchased, extra nice, 3
bedroom, 2 bath home on
University Drive. W/D incl. Close
to campus. Available: December
1st or August 1st. 345-9267
_________________________11/15
AVAILABLE NOW OR SECOND
SEMESTER! Townhouses and
Apartments for 2 to 5 Tenants.
Bargain Price! 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
_________________________11/22
Fall 2003: Brittany Ridge, 4 bed-
room for 4 or 5 people, 2 1/2
baths, W/D, DSL access, Low
utilities and great floor plan.
$200/mo/person, Local, respon-
sive landlord. 348.8886 leave
message
_________________________12/13
2 BR, 1 car garage. Nice back-
yard & patio. Located in a quiet
neighborhood. Available now!
$550/mo. 345.5088
_________________________00
Apts. for rent at 1812 9th St.
AVAILABLE NOW! 3&4 BR, Lease
time negotiable. Close to cam-
pus. Please call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
Apts. for Rent at 1812 9th St.
Available 2003-2004. Furnished,
close to campus, behind EIU
Police. 1,2,3,& 4 BR. Laundry on
premises, parking included, &
trash paid. Locally owned, clean
& nice. Call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
FALL 2003. 2-3 Bedroom fur-
nished apartments. 1/2 block
from rec center. No pets or par-
ties. 345-5048
_________________________00
FALL 2003. Furnished houses for
4-7 girls. 10 month lease. No pets
or parties. 1/2 block from rec cen-
ter. 345-5048
_________________________00
FALL 2003. 1-2 bedroom furnished
apartments. No pets or parties. Low
utilities. 10 month lease. 2 1/2 blocks
from campus. 3454-5048
_________________________00
AVAILABLE DECEMBER: Large 1 BR,
Nicely Furnished. Solid Oak Cabinets,
A/C. $350/mo. Located 741 6th St.
Call 581.7729 or 345.6127
_________________________00
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with
dishwasher, microwave, cent
air, laundry, very nice. No
pets. 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE
REST. 2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE, NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 348-
1067
_________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR
furnished apt. Water, trash,
laundry room, all included for
$260/mo. on the corner, 1111
2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 348-
5427
_________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
RENT AS LOW AS $280/PER-
SON. FURNISHED. SUPER
LOW UTILITIES. DSL/ETHER-
NET 03/04 SCHOOL YEAR.
345-5022
_________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COM-
PLEX.  TRASH PD.  1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________00       
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.  CLOSE
TO  CAMPUS.  345-6533.
_________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3 BR
UNF. APT W/ STOVE, REFRIG,
DISHWASHER, MICROWAVE,
CATHEDRAL CEILING, INDIV.
SINK/VANITY IN EACH BED-
ROOM, WATER/TRASH PD. 348-
7746
_________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments avail-
able IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMES-
TER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus.  Located
across from Carman Hall. 345-
6000
_________________________00 
Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt. w/loft, Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1, $425 for 2-
1/2 of duplex, 1 BL N of O'Brien
Field, Call Jan 345.8350
_________________________00
2003-2004 school year. Nice and
close to campus. Unfurnished
houses. No pets. $285 per person
per month. 12 month lease. 345-
3148 or 512-9227.
_________________________00
4 BR, 2BA HOUSE FOR FALL '03.
W/D, low utilities, roomy with
great backyard. Very nice house,
close to EIU. Never been used as
rental before. 345-9595
_________________________00
One bdrm. apts. for Aug '03-'04.
PP & W PROPERTIES, INC.  2
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. ONE
BLOCK AND 1 1/2  BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH
STREET. One or Two person leas-
es.  Central heat & AC, laundry
facility. Trash service & off street
parking included.  Perfect for seri-
ous students or couples.  348-
8249
_________________________00
Sublessors or 1 female roommate
wanted for spring semester. 2
bedroom apartment, $250/mo.,
low utilities, few blocks from cam-
pus. Call Kim 348-3304
_________________________11/1
APARTMENT FOR LEASE! Spring
Semester of 2003 for $220/mo. One
room available. Call 815.626.4665
_________________________11/5
SUBLESSOR WANTED! FULLY FUR-
NISHED, YOUR OWN BATHROOM &
BEDROOM, LOW UTILITIES, CLOSE
TO CAMPIUS (773) 835-1382
_________________________11/5
SUBLESSORS NEEDED!! January-
July. 2 BR Apt, 11th & Jackson.
$250/mo + utilities. Water & Trash
paid! W/D. Call 348.1679 ASAP!!
_________________________11/12
Congratulations to Brandy Meyer
of KAPPA DELTA on being initiat-
ed into Gamma Sigma Alpha.
Your sisters are so proud!!
_________________________11/1
KAPPA DELTA would like to congrat-
ulate Tecia Carber, Becky Kiehl,
Marcie Marzullo, Pam Medema, Erin
Ruhnow, & Erin Wilson on their initia-
tions into Rho Lambda.
_________________________11/1
The Men of Sigma Nu are NOT
renting Mom's out this Saturday.
We apologize for the misdirection.
_________________________11/1
SASSY SCISSORS! We are a full
service hair salon specializing in men
and women's cuts.  Ask us about our
punch cards.  Bring in this ad and
receive $1 off a hair cut, or $5 off any
chemical service. 348-7968
_________________________11/1
FREE FUNCTIONS! Halloween
Parties, Christmas Parties, or anytime.
You don't need an excuse to party
with your friends, and Mother's is the
place to do it. Most weeknights and
weekends available. Contact Dave at
345-2171 9am-11am.
_________________________11/1
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C A M P U S  C L I P S
CHILDREN’S BOOK DRIVE Saturday & Sunday from 10am-4pm.
Bring new or used children’s books to the Mattoon Wal-Mart. Your
donations are greatly appreciated! Sponsored by Mortar Board.
NATURAL TIES: Delegate meeting November 4, 5pm in the Paris
Room in Union. Everyone welcome. Change a life maybe even yours.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE Sunday Morning Worship on 11/3/02 at
10:30 am at the Buzzard Auditorium. Come join us for worship, a bibli-
cal message, and prayer.
ACROSS
1 Chain found-
ed by the
Raffel
Brothers
(hence the
name)
6Web surfers’
annoyances
14Bordeaux
product
15Done, to a
cinematogra-
pher
1687, say
18Carousing
19Ibsen’s
Gabler
20PC key
21Cutworm,
eventually
24Electronic
narcotic in
Shatner nov-
els
25Cry to a plow
horse
28PAC whose
members
pack?
29Something
that’s spun
30“The
Arraignment
of Paris”
dramatist
32Army nega-
tive
34“Aha!”
36No ritzy
neighbor-
hoods
37Stripped and
stained,
maybe
39Hardly hale-
looking
40Stage org.
41Augustine’s
“De civitate
___”
42Way to go:
Abbr.
43Market
index, briefly
44___ account
46Early 70’s
White House
name
49Screened let-
ters?
521999 “Star
Wars”
release
5616-Across
offerers
59Using a fake
ID, perhaps
60Doctrine
developer
61Transmitted
62
Comparativel
y quick
DOWN
1Coeur d’___
2Indian
melodies
3Trattoria
appetizer
4Pound sound
5Big name
6Easy marks
7Actress
Munson of
“Gone With
the Wind”
8Sports stat.
9Goof follower
10Edson
Arantes do
Nascimento,
familiarly
11Pucker pro-
ducer
12Bitter salad
base
13They’re often
heard during
hoops games
14___-Magnon
17Sleep clinic
study
22It has several
functions
23“Very funny”
26Further
27Nut
29Direct
30They’re
extraordinary
31Like 1990’s
NATO expan-
sion
33Digs in a tree
34Changes for
the better
35Romeo or
Juliet
38“Out of
Africa”
author
45Go with, with
“for”
47Like lots
48Kind of horn
50Lithographer
of Americana
51Old money
53Dylan’s “___
Lonesome
Hobo”
54Market order
55Final ending,
in England
57No gentle-
man
58It may get a
boost
Puzzle by Kevin Hagen
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15
16 17
18 19
20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29
30 31 32 33
34 35 36
37 38 39
40 41 42
43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55
56 57 58
59 60
61 62
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0920
ARBYSPOPUPADS
CLARETINTHECAN
REGULARGASOLINE
ONASPREEHEDDA
ESCMOTHTEK
HAWNRATALE
PEELESIRNOSIR
THATSITGHETTOS
RESTOREDASHEN
ANTADEIRTE
DOWONNOPAT
EMAILEPISODEI
SERVICESTATIONS
UNDERAGEMONROE
PASSEDONAPTER
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
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3 4 5 - S U B S
Catering Special
3 ft sub for $35 (feeds 15 to 20)
6 ft sub for $65 (feeds 30 to 40)
Monday
Double Punch Day
Tues, Wed, Thurs
Midweek Special
2 - 6 inch subs for the price of 1
with the purchase of a drink
Sunday
3 - 6 inch combo meals
for $11.99
$5 Friday
$5 Footlong
Late Night Delivery
Fri & Sat 10pm - 2am
2 foot longs $6.99
footlong combo $5.50Dining and
Entertainment
Guide
November 14th
1 5 % OFF
THE PRICE OF
A HALF PAGE AD
OR LARGER
PURCHASE A 2 X4
GET 2  FREE
INCHES
T O USE THE
FOLLOWING WEEK
Help
Your
Profits
GROW
Advertise - 581-2816
By Michael Gilbert
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Eastern men's and women's swim
teams will host the EIU Panther
Invitational this weekend at the Lantz
Natatorium.
Scheduled to appear at the event will be
the men's and women's swimming pro-
grams from Butler, Lincoln, Lewis,
Valparaiso and IUPUI. With all of that tal-
ent head coach Ray Padovan knows the
men's meet will be closely contested.
"It's a really nice competitive meet,"
Padovan said. "IUPUI is the strongest of
the group, but all of the teams will be
ready."
The Panthers will need strong perform-
ances by senior Josh Kercheval, junior
Rich Wahlgren and sophomore Tom
Watson if they hope to continue their quest
for perfection. Currently the Panthers are
2-0-1.
"Josh Kercheval has been solid in prac-
tice and he has swam well in all of our
meets," Padovan said. "Wahlgren will go in
the sprints and he hasn't had a bad meet
since last year. Tom Watson has done well
and he is really taking over in the distance
races."
Fatigue is one concern for the Panthers.
The EIU Panther Invitational is a two-day
affair with over 28 hours of swimming cov-
ering 20 events. Padovan knows it will be
tough for his swimmers but there is noth-
ing they can do.
"You don't really avoid it," Padovan said.
"They do get sore and they feel it the next
day. This will help prepare them for the
Midwest Classic Championships which is
also a multiple day meet."
Padovan said the Panthers would go
hard in practice until Thursday and then
they will ease off in preparation for the
weekend meet.
The Panther women will look to continue
their winning ways this weekend, but
Padovan knows the women's bracket is
very strong.
"Lewis is one of the better schools and
IUPUI and Valpo are extremely balanced,"
Padovan said. "Even Butler is fairly solid.
The women's meet is full of talent and
depth."
After the Panthers impressive victory at
Illinois-Chicago last week Padovan is con-
fident that a letdown at home will not take
place.
"Traditionally we swim our best here,"
said Padovan. "We get more charged up at
home and the parents come down to watch.
We have had great support all year long."
The Panthers will rely on seniors Allison
Kenny, Erica Chu, sophomore Erin Lowe
and freshmen Jenny Curry and Claire
Garvey in order to extend their winning
streak.
"Allison is the top of the heap," Padovan
said. "Erica Chu is very versatile and she
swam the best breaststroke of anyone last
week. Erin is doing well in the distance
freestyle and the freshmen have been very
strong so far."
This will be the last home meet for the
Panthers until January. The EIU Panther
Invitational will start at 5 p.m. Friday and
continue all day Saturday. All events take
place at the Lantz Natatorium. 
By Aaron Seidlitz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
As the women’s rugby team comes closer
to an undefeated season, two tests remain
until the team can lay its claim to perfection.
The remaining games on the schedule will
include one game at home against Vanderbilt
and one game on the road when the Panthers
travel to Dayton.  
As far as perfection goes, this year’s club
has come as close as possible not only with its
overall record but also with the amount of
points it has given up.  As the Panthers have
progressed this season, only one game was
not a shutout and the overall amount of points
given up was a measly total of 12.  Southern
Illinois mustered 12 points during the second
game of a tournament, in which Eastern won
19-12.
Nevertheless, the team remains focused on
the present and it has not become obsessed
with the enchanting idea of a perfect season.
No doubt this has been a difficult task for the
Panthers, but head coach Frank Graziano has
been a major reason this team has stayed on
the right track.
“I want the team to remain focused on the
last two games, and I hope they don’t get too
nervous about the situation we are in,”
Graziano said.  “We have remained consistent
and mother nature has helped out because we
have still been able to practice until 5 or 5:30.”
The team’s commitment to the program
that Graziano has installed at Eastern has
been one element of the team’s success this
season. His defensive-minded program has
been implemented slowly last season, but this
year it has been a major focus of the team.
“Last season we only practiced defense
two, maybe three times a week, but this year
we have practiced defense everyday,” said
Graziano.
The defensive play has definitely affected
the team in a positive way, considering only
one team this season has crossed the goal line.
Eastern has made the best out of working on
a short field and has turned field position into
points on a regular basis.  
Even though this team has been steam
rolling through the season up to this point, two
final games remain on the schedule.
Saturday’s game will be played at home and
will match Eastern against Vanderbilt, who
beat the Panthers last year in some tough con-
ditions.  Playing through a large amount of
rain, Eastern seemed to be affected by the
elements more than Vanderbilt did.
“We seemed to fumble around out there
more than usual and it had an effect on our
play. They had a player, though, who played
through the rain as if it was clear and sunny
outside,” Graziano said .
Despite last year’s result, the Panther
coach does feel that his team matches up well
person to person.  This and some sturdy
defense is what will be in store for the
Commodores come Friday afternoon.
The last game of the season will be played
at Dayton where Eastern will be hoping to fin-
ish the season undefeated.  Graziano will pay-
ing close attention to the Minnesota and
Dayton match up because he knows that his
Panthers are a better team than Minnesota.
While Graziano is hoping that Mother
Nature will stay on his side this weekend, the
team is excited to have the opportunity to fin-
ish up on a what could be an undefeated sea-
son.  Knowing what lies at stake, Eastern is
looking straight into an opportunity to reach
perfection on the rugby field.
“I think that we are getting better as a
team, at least I hope so,” Spoo said.
Junior linebacker Nick Ricks is a candi-
date for the Buchanan Award (top defen-
sive player in division I-AA) and will need
to have a better performance than two
weeks ago when he had three total tackles.
The Panthers have been down early on
the road in every road game this season.
Their hosts have jumped out to a big first
half lead: at Hawaii (13-36), at Kansas State
(13-43), at Tennessee Tech (7-14) and at
SEMO (7-21).
“I don’t think that getting out to a fast
start is important because you have to play
the entire game,” Spoo said.
Watch for cornerback Roosevelt
Williams to make a big play after he made
the interception against SEMO that turned
the momentum in the Panthers favor.
Tennessee State has arguably the best
linebacker in the OVC with senior Jermaine
Beal, who will be returning to the lineup
after an undisclosed suspension that kept
him out of last week’s 26-8 win over
Tennessee-Martin.  Beal is averaging 10
tackles per game but the Panthers will not
change their game plan.
“We can’t let one guy do that to us, he
can’t be everywhere on the field,” Spoo
said.
The Tigers will have to be able to get
turnovers from the Panther offense, some-
thing they’ve struggled to do this season
with their -5 turnover ratio.
Edge: Push
Final Score: Eastern 42, Tennessee State
24
Quest for perfection
R U G B Y
 Vanderbilt, Dayton separate
squad from undefeated season
Eastern hosts five
teams in invitational
S W I M M I N G
Records:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  8 A
USA Spring Break Presents Spring
Break 2003. Campus Reps Wanted-
Earn 2 free trips for 15 people
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre &
Florida. Call Toll Free 1.877.460.6077.
www.usaspringbreak.com
_________________________11/1 
SPRING BREAK INSANITY!
www.inter-campus.com or call
1.800.327.6013 guaranteed lowest
prices. Free meals and drinks!
Cancun, Jamaica, Florida, &
Bahamas party cruise! Our seven-
teenth year! Reps Wanted!
_________________________11/1
Attention Spring Breakers: It's Free in
2003. 2 Free Trips/Free Parties
w/MTV. Hottest Destinations @
Lowest Prices. Featured on MTV,
Jerry Springer, MSNBC & Travel
Channel. Most Reliable Company.
w w w. s u n s p l a s h t o u r s . c o m
1.800.426.7710
_________________________11/1
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One Company! Travel
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the
most successful Acapulco Spring
Break company ever, & you will never
want to use a different Spring Break
company again! Sign up by Nov. 1 &
get over $100 in food & merchandise
FREE. 800.875.4525. www.bianchi-
rossi.com. Travel FREE-ask how!!
_________________________11/1
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel With
STS Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida. Sell
Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-800-648-
4849 or www.ststravel.com.
_________________________11/1
Students-Quit Smoking Now!
Contact Jessica at 581.7786 for infor-
mation!!
_________________________11/4
91% of EIU students think that people
risk harming themselves if they have 5
or more drinks in one sitting ((n=471
representative students, Spring 2002).
_________________________11/5
***SPRING BREAK BLOWOUT***
LOWEST PRICES && FREE
TRIPS FREE MEALS AND PAR-
TIES, BOOK BY NOV. 6TH, limit-
ed inventory left, Most RELI-
ABLE**15 YEARS EXPERIENCE
FEATURED ON TRAVEL CHAN-
NEL, & MTV.  SUNSPLASH
TOURS.COM  1-800-426-7710
________________________11/23
****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578 dept
2626) www.springbreakdis-
counts.com
________________________12/16
***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the
best SPRING BREAK PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE, Reps
needed, Earn $$$$. Group
Discounts for 6+.
1 . 8 8 8 . T H I N K S U N
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2626) 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
________________________12/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free
Parties & Meals!
1.800.234.7007 endlesssum-
mertours.com
________________________12/16
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DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping a class or WITHDRAWING FROM THE
UNIVERSITY is FRI., NOV. 8. The student will receive either “WP” or
“WF” at the discretion of the instructor of the class. Be sure to access
PAWS or touch-tone at least 15 minutes before the system goes down.
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant Director, Registration.
FINAL EXAM INFORMATION
Please be aware that the final exam schedule for Fall 2002 is pub-
lished on page 8 of the Fall Semester 2002 Class Schedule. Class
schedules are available on the shelf outside the Registration Office. The
fall final exam schedule is also available on Registration’s homepage on
the Internet, at <www.eiu.edu/~registra/>.
—Dr. Frank Hohengarten, Dean of Enrollment Mngt.
FINAL EXAM CHANGES
Students who have three final examinations scheduled for one day
may change the date of one of the final examinations with the
approval of the INSTRUCTOR. Requests for changes for medical or
personal emergencies may also be considered. In cases not resolved
between the student and the instructor, the Department Chair will
seek resolution. Students are discouraged from requesting instructors
to deviate from the published examination schedule. Reasons of per-
sonal convenience such as work, transportation arrangements or
vacation plans, do not constitute grounds for approval of examination
change requests.
—Dr. Frank Hohengarten, Dean of Enrollment Mngt.
UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION MEETING
Student must attend a meeting to formally apply for University Admission
to Teacher Education and to initiate the selection process. The College of
Education and Professional Studies schedules meetings each semester. The
required formal application form is distributed and collected at the meetings
and the rules and regulations concerning selection, admission to and retention
in teacher education are explained. Students who have not previously applied
must attend a meeting. The following meeting are available Fall Semester
2002 to initiate the selection process: Thurs, Nov 7, 1501 Buzzard Hall
Auditorium 9-9:50am, Weds, Dec 11, 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium 6-6:50pm
The next opportunity to initiate the “Selection Process” and apply for
University Admission to Teacher Education will be during the Spring Semester,
2003.
—Dr. Douglas Bower, Associate Dean, College of Education &
Professional Studies
D O O N E S B U R Y B Y  G A R R Y  T R U D E A U
M O T H E R  G O O S E  &  G R I M B Y  M I K E  P E T E R S
ADVERTISE!
By Ben Turner
S T A F F  W R I T E R
When you talk about the punk
quintet Avail, you pretty much
know what you are going to get:
an experienced punk band play-
ing hard, fast and loud. The
group’s latest release, “Front
Porch Stories,” offers more of the
same. 
Since forming in the late 1980s,
the band has survived both lineup
and scenery changes. When the
band first started playing live
they were based in a suburb of
Washington D.C. The D.C. area
had already established itself as
having one of the most influential
and well-informed music scenes
in America. 
During the late 80s the D.C.
scene was in the middle of frag-
mentation. The hardcore crowd
was still large, but was beginning
to lose momentum thanks to the
emergence of thrash metal and,
believe it or not, emo.
Avail found itself playing
shows in all three scenes. Current
front man Tim Barry was playing
drums at the time with guitarist
Joe Banks and super fan/cheer-
leader Beau Beau being the only
other current members. In 1990,
the band moved to Richmond, Va.
and Barry took over on vocals.
Bassist Gwomper and drummer
Erik Larsen completed the lineup
and Avail released “Satiate” on
Lookout! Records in 1992. 
By 2000, Ed Trask had taken
over on drums and the band
released “One Wrench” on Fat
Wreck Chords. The band has
always been considered a quintet
even though Beau Beau has never
played an instrument in the band.
Although Avail doesn’t sport
the most experimental or innova-
tive sound, the band’s hard, loud
and fast approach has always
brought them a consistent fan
base. 
Avail’s latest release “Front
Porch Stories” is not a spectacu-
lar album, but it doesn’t try to dis-
guise itself as something it is not.
Avail is a punk band and proud of
it. The band isn’t concerned with
mainstream success and doesn’t
want to become another “get-
rich-quick emo band.”
Barry’s lyrics are concerned
more with inner reflection, loneli-
ness and frustration than they are
politics. The first track “Black
and Red,” sets the lyrical mood
for the album. “West Wye” is
based on conversations Barry has
had with “old Bill, a drunk rail-
road bum,” at Barry’s favorite
place to escape, Richmond’s Acca
train yard.
“Versus” is another frustration-
filled number. The band has seen
a lot of things and heard a lot of
radical ideas during its numerous
tours, but somehow none of the
reform comes to pass. 
“We burn out before we fade
away, losing time and not chang-
ing anything,” Barry sings on
“Versus.” 
Track eleven, “The Falls,” is
full of reflection on the last
twelve-plus years of touring and
writing songs with a punk band.
Barry caps the song with his real-
ization that “it goes to show, with
friends like these to leave I would
be crazy.” 
“The Falls” is also the longest
song on the album at only 3:36.
Lately releases on Fat haven’t
really been overly impressive in
my book. This album doesn’t
break that trend, but it is a new
Avail album and doesn’t try to be
anything other than what it is. 
Catch Avail with Hey Mercedes
and The Curse live in Chicago at
Metro Sunday Nov. 24.
‘Front Porch Stories’ offers the same cast of characters
“Front Porch Stories”
Avail
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  A V A I L . C O M
Avail’s latest release, “nothing spe-
cial.”
NEW YORK (AP) — As one of
the forefathers of rap, with a his-
tory of social activism, Run-
DMC’s Jam Master Jay was an
unlikely target for the kind of
violence that killed rappers
Tupac Shakur or the Notorious
B.I.G.
He was married with three
kids, and a fixture in the Queens
neighborhood where he grew up.
Yet authorities were searching
Thursday for the gunman who
killed 37-year-old disc jockey
with a gunshot to the head inside
his recording studio.
“Jam Master Jay was a long-
time family man and one of the
founders of the group that
knocked down all the doors for
hip-hop, and a dear friend of
mine,” said Russell Simmons, the
hip-hop impresario whose broth-
er Joe was Jay’s bandmate.
“I loved him,” said a devastat-
ed Simmons. “I will miss him. He
is irreplaceable.”
Chuck D, frontman for rappers
Public Enemy, agreed with that
sentiment.
“You draw the comparison to
when John Lennon was shot,” he
said. “It’s an enormous loss to the
genre.”
The DJ — whose real name
was Jason Mizell — was the man
behind the music, working the
turntables as Joe “Run” Simmons
and Darryl “DMC” McDaniels
rapped over his hard rock beats
on hits like “Rock Box,” “King of
Rock” and their Top 40 cover of
Aerosmith’s “Walk This Way.”
He spun and scratched records
on twin turntables simultaneous-
ly, creating a new style and sound
that was copied by endless disc
jockeys. “If Grandmaster Flash
was the first famous DJ, Jay had
to be the second,” said Andre
Harrell, a Mizell contemporary
who now heads Nu America
Music.
While breaking new ground,
Run-DMC made hip-hop com-
mercially viable, becoming a
platinum-selling act that earned
a 1987 Grammy nomination. Run-
DMC created opportunities for
untold rappers to follow, expand-
ing their work into movies and a
line of clothing.
“It’s a terrible loss,” said Adam
Horovitz of the Beastie Boys,
who joined Run-DMC on a nation-
al tour in the mid-1980s. 
“If Jam Master Jay and Run-
DMC hadn’t looked out for us
way back when, I don’t know
where we’d be now.”
Sean “P. Diddy” Combs called
Mizell “a pioneer. He led the way
for a whole new genre of talent.
... He was a great men who will
be deeply missed.”
Run-DMC’s acclaimed DJ an unlikely target for violence
S T E P H E N  H A S S /
S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Senior Tony Romo could break
Sean Payton’s school record of
75 career touchdown passes
against Tennessee State
Saturday.
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Panther sports calendar
F R I D A Y Women’s soccer at Illinois 7 p.m.
Men’s soccer at Evansville 7 p.m.
S A T U R D A Y Volleyball vs. Tennessee St. 2 p.m. Lantz Arena
Rugby vs Vanderbilt 1 p.m. Lakeside Field
Football at Tennessee St. 1:30 p.m.
By Andy Werhane
Staff writer
The men's and women's cross
country teams are traveling to
Morehead State to attempt to
defend their respective Ohio
Valley Conference titles Saturday
at the OVC meet.
The women's team, whose race
begins at 9 a.m., will try to win its
second straight OVC title, but it
won't be easy.
Eastern Kentucky, who recently
placed well above the Panthers in
the Pre-Nationals meet, will be the
Panthers’ toughest competition.
Head coach John McInerney said
Southeast Missouri will join the
Panthers and EKU as the top con-
ference competitors for the second
consecutive year.
Sophomore Stephanie Bone will
add some extra punch to the
women's side. She is two weeks
back from a five-week stressed
fracture injury.
Sophomore Angie Simone has
placed as the Panther's top runner
consistently in Bone's absence.
Also joining Bone and Simone are
senior Katie Springer, junior
Nicole Milici, sophomore Krissy
Peters and freshmen Deb Tygrett,
Lizette Ruvalcaba, and Jaylee
Carr.
The men's team, whose race
begins at 9:45 a.m., will be attempt-
ing to win its third straight title and
the fifth in seven years, but this
isn't the same team that won cham-
pionships in the past.
Seniors Kyle O’Brien and Dan
Mackey and junior Jeff Jonaitis
bring the only championship expe-
rience, but they have a wealth of it.
Last year, O'Brien finished 7 at the
conference race and Mackey fin-
ished 13.  Jonaitis was red-shirted
last year, but was a second team
All-OVC selection in 1999 and 2000.
Rounding out the men's eight-
man team are junior Jackson
Johnson, sophomore Mike Begich,
and freshmen Jake Stout, Dan
Strackeljahn, and Zach Fairfield.
Panthers
defend
OVC titles
C R O S S  C O U N T R Y
Making records
in the music city
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Panthers
hope they are on
the country road that takes them home to Ohio
Valley Conference Championship, and one stop is
in the Music City, Nashville, Tenn.
Tennessee State is one of the final three hur-
dles that Eastern will have to maneuver past on
the road in a series that recently has consistently
produced close games.
“Our games with them have always been
nail biters, and the last time we went down to
Adelphia we got routed,” Panther head coach
Bob Spoo said.
1999 was the last time the Panthers traveled to
face Tennessee State, and the Tigers won 43-25
and went on to go undefeated and win the OVC
championship.
However, the Tigers come in at 2-6, 1-1 (in
OVC) and is the clear underdog in what is
possibly its biggest game of the season.
“This is a huge game for the program,”
Tigers head coach James Reese said.
Panther quarterback Tony Romo is also
looking to catch history, needing three
touchdown passes to overtake Panther leg-
end Sean Payton for Eastern’s all-time
touchdown mark of 75.
This will be the first career school
passing record Romo would own in his
four-year career at Eastern.  
Here’s how the two teams match up:
Offense
Walter Payton favorite Romo is three
touchdowns away from the all-time
Eastern record in touchdown passes
and was tied for first in the nation for
most touchdown passes (22) before
the bye week.
“(The touchdown record) is defi-
nitely a great honor and some-
thing I’d like to get done,” Romo
said.
Romo will also look
to keep a streak
going of being
named OVC Player of the
Week, which he has won for three weeks in a row
before the bye week last week.  In those three
games, Romo has thrown for 1,027 yards and 11
touchdowns. 
However, Romo will be short an offensive
weapon with the loss of wide receiver Devon
O’Neal due to an injury.
“Devon is without a doubt  a great player and
we won’t be able to replace him,” Romo said.
The key to the game will be establishing the
running game with the two-headed tailback com-
bination of senior J.R. Taylor and junior Andre
Raymond.  After the bye week, Taylor is finally
healthy after playing with an ankle injury in the
Panthers’ last two games, but he was able to rush
for 132 yards in Eastern’s win over Southeast
Missouri. 
“That’s something we try to do every game and
we believe that we can get some benefit out of
running the ball effectively,” head coach Bob
Spoo said.
In its search for a offensive leader Tennessee
State has used four quarterbacks in eight games
this season.
The Tigers will probably start freshman quar-
terback Dwayne Buchanon who will make his
fifth consecutive start and has accounted for only
550 yards passing in four games, but sophomores
Kenny Irby and Riley Walker might find their
way under center..
Whoever is throwing the ball, Tennessee State
has a talented wide receiver in C.J. Johnson who
ranks third in the OVC in receiving yards.
“They are incredibly athletic at the wide
receiver position and that concerns me,” Spoo
said.  
Tennessee State will attempt to keep Romo on
the sidelines by using its pair of running backs
which include sophomore Charles Anthony and
freshman sensation Sugar Sanders. 
Edge: Eastern
Defense
Eastern still ranks last in total defense in the
OVC, but head coach Bob Spoo has seen improve-
ment over the last four games in which the
Panthers have only allowed an average of nine-
second half points per game. 
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It is do-or-die time for the
Eastern volleyball team.
The Panthers (6-19, 1-10)
begin their attempt to defy
all the odds and make it
back to the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament
Saturday at 2 p.m. in Lantz
arena against Tennessee
State.
Eastern has lost its last
12 matches including a
three-game sweep at the
hands of Loyola-Chicago
Tuesday. They will need to
win the rest of their regular
season conference games
to have a chance at earning
a bid in the OVC tourna-
ment.
The climb to the sixth
and final spot in the stand-
ings starts against a
Tennessee State team that
has yet to win a game in
conference play. The Tigers
(13-13, 0-8) have only won
two games in its eight-con-
ference matches with six
shutouts against them.
“Every match from now
on is crucial,” Eastern head
coach Brenda Winkeler
said. “We need to win all
five matches. I know it is
something we can do.”
The Tigers bring one of
the top attackers in the con-
ference in junior outside
hitter Jennifer Corral who
is third with 4.47 kills per
game. Corral also leads her
team with 3.2 digs per game
and was named OVC Player
of the Week earlier in the
season. “(Corral) is a pretty
good player,” Winkeler
said. “One of our goals will
be to stop her.”
As a team, Tennessee
State is strong in serving
with a league leading 2.03
service aces per game. This
could prove to be a problem
for the Panthers as they
had 11 service recovery
errors against Loyola.
Improving on defense
will also be a key for
Eastern. The Panthers are
currently last in the OVC in
opponents’ attack percent-
age with .246. “I have been
asking for them to do that
all season,” Winkeler said.
“We kind of went back to
the basics.”
Winkeler hopes that her
team can gain some confi-
dence with a win over the
Tigers. “Confidence is hard
when you come close,”
Winkeler said. “I tell the
team it is very easy to play
well when they are win-
ning.”
Saturday is also senior
day for the Panthers. Three
players will say goodbye to
Lantz Arena as they play
their last home match of
their careers. Carrie
Stevens, Jennifer Fisher,
and Karen Liss will be hon-
ored prior to the match.
“Jenn (Fisher) was my first
recruit here and Liss has
broken some records for
us,” Winkeler said. “We will
definitely honor them.”
 Romo three touchdown passes away from setting school record
Do or die situation for Winkeler’s squad
V O L L E Y B A L L
 Next loss ends
hopes of returning to
OVC tournament
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Sophomore Erica Gerth (7) digs the ball while senior Carrie Stevens (13) looks on. Stevens is
one of three seniors that will be playing in their last game at Lantz Arena Saturday.
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Friday
 Fowl Language
9:30 p.m.
7th Street
Underground
no cover
 Pop Rocks
9:30 p.m.
Gunner Buc’s
$2
235-0123
 Live Jazz
9 p.m.
Friends & Co.
no cover
345-2380
Saturday
 Ha i rbange rs
Ball
10 p.m.
Canopy Club
$5
344-2263
 Borne Identity
5 & 8 p.m.
Buzzard
no cover
Sunday
 A c o u s t i c
Sundays
9 p.m.
The Uptowner
no cover
345-4622
“Phone Booth,” the upcoming thriller
from 20th Century Fox, has been post-
poned indefinitely. The movie, about a
sniper terrorizing a man in a phone
booth, has been pulled out of respect to
the families of the recent sniper attacks
in Washington D.C., but Fox might have
other motives for its actions as well.
“Phone Booth” has attracted numer-
ous big-name stars and directors with
its unique and strong story. Directors
such as Michael Bay and stars like Will
Smith and Jim Carrey have all shown
interest before backing out for various
reasons.
The movie will succeed based on the
lead star’s performance, and many
actors were put-off by this fact. In the
end, rising star Colin Farrell took the
role and the huge risk. While Farrell is
a promising actor, the movie needs a
huge star to do any business; which Fox
was banking on Farrell becoming. 
Farrell, after starring in the critically
acclaimed “Tigerland,” was deemed the
“it boy” by many in Hollywood. 20th
Century Fox gave Farrell the role in
“Phone Booth” thinking by the time the
movie was shot and released, he would
be a huge star. Then Farrell bombed in
the movies “American Outlaws,”
“Hart’s War” and was overshadowed by
Tom Cruise and Steven Spielberg in
“Minority Report.”
While Hollywood was under the
assumption Farrell would be a huge
star, they forgot to inform the American
movie-going audience. Now, 20th
Century Fox has a second-rate actor to
anchor one of its big holiday films and
director Joel Schumacher who has not
been a draw since the debacle of
“Batman and Robin.”
While “Phone Booth” still has an
interesting premise, not having a star
anchoring the film will ensure the film
gets lost in one of the busiest holiday
movie seasons ever.
The original release date for the film
would have been November 15th, the
same day “Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets” is released. The
second “Potter” film is anticipated to be
as big as the first one, and anything else
coming out the same day will be buried
underneath it.
The prognosis for “Phone Booth” gets
bleaker when glancing at movies being
released in the same period. “8 Mile,”
the highly anticipated film starring rap-
per Eminem, comes out the week before
“Phone Booth” and the latest Bond
sequel, “Die Another Day.” comes out
the week after.
All three of these movies are market-
ing to the same 18-30 year-old demo-
graphic, and most people will not see
four movies in three weeks. “8 Mile”
has the most bankable rapper, and “Die
Another Day” is the newest film in a
popular 40 year franchise. “Phone
Booth” will not be able to compete
against these films.
“Phone Booth” is also more of an
“adult film” and adults have less time
and money to see movies than
teenagers. With movies such as
“Gangs of New York,” “Lord of the
Rings” and “Chicago” coming out within
a month’s time, “Phone Booth” would
not be on many people’s must-see lists.
By moving the film to a less competi-
tive month like February or March,
“Phone Booth” has more of a chance to
become a surprise hit. Word of mouth
so far has been positive and the film
could easily catch on during a slow
movie period. 
Thanks to recent events, Fox can
move the movie, citing the attacks as
the reason. This excuse will not leave
rumors and questions about the quality
of the film that is typical when a studio
pulls a film in the 23rd hour. This is a
win-win situation for Fox.  
Everclear rocks Lantz Arena
When tragedy protects bottom line
coming out
swinging:
Ryan Rinchiuso
S T A F F  W R I T E R
P H O T O S  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
Upper Left:  Art Alexakis, guitarist and lead singer of Everclear jams at Lantz Arena last Saturday night.  
Upper Right:  Craig Montoya, bass guitar player for Everclear, makes a disgruntled postal worker face for the
camera.   
Above:  The bass pedals for Craig Montoya’s bass sit in the foreground, as Craig, himself moves so fast he
appears as a ghost.  
Left: Alessandro Cortini, accompanies Alexakis on vocals throughout the night.  
